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(08.08.2018) The beauty of its architecture, high end shopping, Michelin Star 
restaurants and first-class hotels are just as important to the city of Munich as is its art, 
cultural and scientific centre – not to mention its trendy neighbourhoods and beer 
gardens, street art, major football scene, the "Isarstrand" or simply enjoying a coffee 
with great friends. This is the true luxury of Munich finesse: to be enjoyed in style and 
relaxation. 

Of course, guests can expect accommodation at the highest level when visiting a 
sophisticated and vibrant metropolis like Munich. In addition to its lifestyle and design 
hotels which opened in 2017, Munich will be introducing numerous state-of-the-art 
hotels into the mix for 2018 and 2019, all to be enjoyed by its guests. The new 
openings are characterised by innovative concepts that come together to define the 
meaning of "lean" luxury. Whether it's boutique hotels with a discrete number of beds or
hotel projects with generous congress and event facilities, the new abodes are less 
about opulence and more about a distinctive style of accommodation. They are 
generally geared less to Munich's financially robust visitors, as a general rule, and 
more so to a variety of different "style groups". In addition, the different forms of 
accommodation score top marks for their up-to-date services: Following the 
establishment of a new understanding of luxury, these offerings have abandoned 
traditional standards and have instead focussed on the individual needs of their guests.
Many visitors, for example, do without a beer from the minibar and prefer instead to get
involved in the city's lively pub scene. Most of the new hotels in Munich have therefore 
taken to offering guests the opportunity to meet with Munich's city folk: These types of 
accommodation serve as a stylish temporary home from where guests can immerse 
themselves in Munich city life. 
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New lifestyle and design hotels:

Hotel Schwabinger Wahrheit, "City domicile very much in the tradition of Schwabing",

81 rooms, entertainment, street food snack concept, wellness area 

"Schwabinger Auszeit" (opened in May 2018) 

www.schwabinger-wahrheit.de

NYX Hotel Munich, "Mix of art, design and music", façade that embraces street art, 

225 rooms, including 15 suites and 15 long-stay rooms with kitchenette, private 

cinema, restaurant in cooperation with the burger chain "Hans im Glück" 

(opened in 2018) www.nyx-hotels.de

Beyond, "Luxury city residence", 19 rooms with panoramic views over the city's 

rooftops, open living room over two floors, kitchen and wine lounge, all offers 

exclusively for hotel guests www.beyond.de

The Lovelace, "Hotel happening", pop-up hotel with 30 rooms and suites and the 

location for concerts, exhibitions, readings and business events, pop-up stores, rooftop 

bar, coffee shop www.thelovelace.com 

25hours Hotel Munich The Royal Bavarian, "Royal tradition with a cheeky twist", 165

rooms and suites, Restaurant Neni, Neni-Deli, Boilerman Bar, Burger de Ville, sauna 

www.25hours-hotels.com

***** Roomers, "Metropolitan lifestyle", 281 rooms and suites, IZAKAYA Asian Kitchen 

& Bar, Roomers Bar and "Hidden Room", 600 square meter spa area (from February 

2018 onwards), 8 conference rooms for up to 300 people 

www. roomers-munich.com
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Ruby Lilly, "Lean luxury with allusions to 'Munich's socialite circles' of the eighties", 

rooms in 4 categories from 14 to 22 square meters

www.ruby-hotels.com/lilly

**** Steigenberger Hotel Munich, "Laptop and 'Lederhose' - reinterpreted", 299 rooms

and suites, Restaurant Lumen, Valentinum & Bar, 300 square meters of fitness and 

wellness, 14 conference rooms spread across 1,200 square meters 

www.steigenberger.com

Upcoming new openings:

Maria Platzl, "Sense of home" by the Platzl Hotel Munich, 34 rooms in three categories

(opening scheduled for October 2018) www.platzl.de

***** ANDAZ Munich Schwabinger Tor, "The place for professional bohemians in the 

middle of Schwabing", 274 rooms and suites, gastronomy: The Lonely Broccoli, 

M'Uniqo Rooftop Bar, The Cyclist, Café M, Ballroom (490 square meters), 7 Studios, 

spa & fitness centre, indoor swimming pool (opening scheduled for February 2019) 

www.andaz.hyatt.com

AMERON Hotel MOTORWORLD Munich, "The favourite hotel for car fans", 153 

themed rooms, Restaurant Cantinetta with skybar, event ensemble, conference area, 

vitality spa (opening scheduled for autumn 2019) www.ameronhotels.com

gambino hotel WERKSVIERTEL, "Urban lifestyle" in the centre of Munich's new 

creative district, 300 rooms (opening scheduled end of 2019) www.gambinohotels.com
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Background 

München Tourismus is the city’s central tourist organisation and is part of the City of 

Munich’s Department of Labour and Economic Development. München Tourismus 

works with its business partners in the private sector and the tourist organisation 

München TIM e.V. to develop marketing and PR campaigns and tourism products in a 

bid to establish Munich as a destination on the international travel market. The strategy

for achieving this aim is defined by the Tourismuskommission München, a joint 

undertaking between the city council and the local tourist industry. The objective of the 

partners involved in this collaboration is to promote quality tourism in Munich. This 

safeguards the quality of a stay and the quality of life in the city, and ensures 

acceptance of tourism among the population. München Tourismus acts as a centre of 

expertise, knowledge and innovation within Munich’s tourism industry; as a link to 

regional and supra-regional tourist organisations (TOM, BayTM, DZT, MC and many 

more); and as a professional, neutral advisor to the tourist industry.

Printable photos for tourism reporting about Munich are available for download at 
www.simply-munich.com/photoservice 
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